ANIMAL HEALTH

SYNTHESIS® CABINETRY
COLORS AND STYLES

BRING YOUR
VISION TO LIFE

Spark your imagination as you experience the rich color options Midmark has to offer.
Combine cabinet panels and countertop colors without the guesswork so you can
easily visualize your space.
HANDLE + PANEL STYLES

CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE COUNTERTOPS

Synthesis Cabinetry has multiple styling options, allowing
you to put your unique signature on a space. From woodgrains to neutral solids, choose a finish and panel style that
will complement your space. Multiple handle options are
also available, each with a distinct shape.

Corian solid surface is a unique material made from an
advanced blend of natural minerals and acrylic polymer.
It has proven itself to be a remarkably durable, versatile
material that’s an ideal surface for veterinary environments.

CABINET FINISHES
Membrane-pressed thermofoils seal the Synthesis medium
density fiberboard (MDF) door and drawer panels, ideal for
infection control and durability. This dimensionally flexible
material provides a continuous, seamless surface, eliminating
the need for panel edgebanding while offering a high level
of scratch and stain resistance. For woodgrain and metallic
colors, a highly-heated adhesive adheres the matching
thermofoil to the steel structure. For solid colors, the
structure is covered with a matching electrostatic powdercoat baked-on paint, creating a thick durable skin.

The superior durability of solid surface allows it to survive
impacts that blemish most surfaces. Also, the unique
seamless, non-porous design makes cleaning and infection
control a breeze. With the ability to buff away nicks and
scratches, solid surface countertops will look and perform
like new for many years.

LAMINATE COUNTERTOPS
Offering a variety of selections, laminate countertops
provide function while complementing any style of decor.
Today’s choices come in more contemporary colors and
patterns, looking more realistic than ever.
Laminate countertops are easy to clean and maintain,
requiring no special maintenance. Costing less than
solid surface, laminate is an affordable solution for your
countertop needs.

SYNTHESIS COLOR
AND STYLE OPTIONS
Put your unique signature on your space, whether it is in one office or a multi-facility organization,
with these color and style options.

HANDLE STYLES

Arc

Flare

Edge

Bent

Bent and
Antimicrobial*

PANEL STYLES

Cove

Serenity

Transcend

Pinnacle

*EPA Registration Numbers 85353-2 and 087753-CT-001
**Cabinetry available in Pebble Grey or Pebble Grey PVC Free only. Renew handle insert color can be customized.

**Renew

CABINET FINISHES – THERMOFOIL
Dune—794
Flax—795
Nest—796
Path—798
Brazilwood—847
Hewn—797
Radiance—800
Acorn—459
Henna—803
Sediment—799
Earth—487
Timber—801
Storm—802
Earthen Bronze (metallic)—806
Venus Silver (metallic)—804
Flat Iron (metallic)—807
Pearl Essence (metallic)—805
Fawn—490
Whisper—649
Pebble Grey—216 (PVC Free–793)
Frost—791

COUNTERTOPS – CORIAN

®

SOLID SURFACE
Sparkling White—902
Antarctica—461
Arrowroot—718
Silver Birch—638
Domino Terrazzo—900
Lava Rock—499
Deep Space—899
Pearl Gray—616
Neutral Aggregate—901
Dove—486
Ash Aggregate—898
Juniper—692
Weathered Concrete—903
Linen—324
Clam Shell—480
Sandstone—294
Hazelnut—719
Willow—410
Canyon—246

COUNTERTOPS – WILSONART

®

+ FORMICA® LAMINATE
Frosty White—678
Paloma Polar—905
Drama Marble—908
Neo Cloud—907
Argento Romano—904
Elemental Concrete—906
Praline Antico—911
Ebony Fusion—456
Smoky Topaz—445
Oiled Soapstone—910
Polished Concrete—909
Kalahari Topaz—443
Concrete Stone—362
Natural Canvas—712
Brazilian Brown Granite—710
Milano Quartz—453
Butterum Granite—714
Jamocha Granite—715
Labrador Granite—708

RENEW HANDLE –

INSERT COLORS
Pebble Grey—216
Arctic—244
Shadow—232
Fossil Grey—238
Terra Cotta/Canyon—246
Clay—234
Tea Green/Olivine—237
Silver Sage/Spruce—242
Moss—230
Cashmere Blue/Sky—239
Dusty Blue—233
Blueberry/Pacific Blue—235
Navy—231
Perfect Plum—229
Black/Raven Wing—312

CARB 93129.2 Phase 2 Compliant and TSCA Title V1 Compliant
Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company. Certain
products are not included. See the complete list at: midmark.com/ISO
The color examples shown are the best representation of the original
material. Actual color may vary slightly. We strongly recommend that
you contact Midmark Customer Experience at 1.800.MIDMARK to
request a sample before placing your order.
For more information, contact your Midmark dealer or call: 1.800.
MIDMARK. Outside the USA call: 1.937.526.3662 or visit our website:
midmark.com
Laminate colors listed in the color options guide are Formica® or
Wilsonart®, the solid surface countertops are Corian®.
Formica is a registered trademark of The Diller Corporation. Wilsonart
is a registered trademark of Premark RWP Holdings, Inc. Corian is a
DuPont™ registered trademark for its surfacing materials.
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